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[Twickenham, Greater London, 01/08/2018] – On the 7th July 2018 Stella’s Café and 

Restaurant was opened following 4 weeks of extensive renovations. The Stella’s Takeaway 

Fish and Chips and Portuguese Grill is now a thing of the past.  

 

The large fish fryers have been removed completely and the premises will no longer be 

serving fish and chips at all. The Kitchen which was before on show behind the fish and chip 

counters has now been moved out to the back which has enabled the entire shop front to be 

opened up to the public. Not only is there now enough space for up to 50 people to be 

seated (before there was space for precisely 0!) but the premises has also had a bar built to 

the left of the property with a full alcohol license being granted by the council. 

 

In terms of the service changes at Stella’s, there will no longer be a takeaway service for fish 

and chips and the piri piri grill has been shortened drastically leaving only whole chicken and 

a few other dishes available for takeaway. A brand new restaurant menu has been released 

including popular dishes in the Portuguese region such as mussels, king prawns, octopus 

and Bacalhao. As well as this an all new Portugal inspired drinks menu with a range of 

Portuguese wines and beers is now also available. A television showing Portuguese 

channels is also available and Portuguese football is shown whenever on. Portuguese coffee 

is also now available to drink in or to takeaway as well as full English breakfasts in the 

mornings. 

 

The full conversion from the Fish and Chips takeaway to the Portuguese Café and 

Restaurant was completed on the 7th July and opened to the public on this day. 

 

 

### 
 

Stella and Sons is a family run company that opened its first takeaway premises in March 

2016. Inspired by the families Portuguese heritage they strive to provide the local 

community with home made flavours from their very own childhoods and inspire their own 

in built family values into the community. 
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